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Preparations for a Brexit: the EU will shape what happens after 
a vote to withdraw
How might the rest of the EU respond to a British vote to withdraw? 
Tim Oliver begins a series for LSE BrexitVote in which researchers 
based in the other 27 EU member states set out what positions 
their governments may take should exit negotiations be triggered. 
As he makes clear in this introductory piece, while this is a very 
speculative exercise it will shed light on a side of the debate so far 
overlooked: the way the EU will shape what happens after a vote to 
withdraw.
Amongst the many April 1st joke articles were a few claiming the EU was drawing up 
contingency plans for a British exit. Ideas included a ban on BBC period dramas to 
protect European cultural heritage and the adoption of American English for EU 
documents. But some of the ideas, such as refusing to negotiate a free trade deal and 
isolating the City of London, were not ones easily laughed off.
The rest of the EU will be thinking about a British exit, albeit behind firmly closed doors. 
With polls showing neither side in the referendum campaign has a clear lead, the rest of 
the EU would be acting in a perfectly rational way by thinking about what to do if the 
British vote to leave.
Not only does the rest of the EU need to think through how to handle a UK exit, the 
British public need to appreciate what positions the remaining EU might take up in the 
series of negotiations that would follow a vote to leave. The UK government and 
institutions such as the Bank of England and private companies have also been urged, 
most clearly by the Leave campaign, to prepare contingency plans.
The referendum debate has so far focused on what exit deal would be best for the UK. 
That ignores that the deal the UK gets will also be one that meets demands set down by 
the EU, and it is this side of an exit that remains largely overlooked. What conditions 
might the remaining EU (rEU) of 27 member states and the European Parliament (who 
will have to sign off on any deal) place on any exit deal and post-withdrawal relationship 
with the UK?
Over the next few weeks the LSE BrexitVote blog will be publishing short comments 
from researchers based in all of the other EU member states in which they will set out 
what issues their government may prioritise in an exit negotiation. The series builds on 
the work of previous series on UK-EU relations run by the LSE’s EUROPP Blog and the 
DGAP. There have also been surveys into how the publics of other EU states view the 
UK’s debate and a growing range of analyses that look at the potential economic impact
a Brexit would have on various EU states.
The biggest problem facing such an exercise is secrecy and an unwillingness to discuss 
this issue. Governments – including the UK – are unwilling to discuss their possible 
positions openly in case it is taken as an indication that they consider a vote to leave to 
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be likely or inevitable. No doubt some will interpret this exercise in such a way. 
Alternatively, they might not want to admit that they are doing no contingency planning 
and banking everything on a vote to remain; something the UK government has been 
accused of doing. To be fair, the rest of the EU may also view preparation as pointless 
given it will be for the UK to make the first move by putting forward an exit proposal.
This does make this exercise a highly speculative one. But we believe that beginning to 
map out how the rest of the EU might respond to an exit is important for the UK’s debate 
because it can help show what Britain could expect if it leaves. If governments are not 
prepared to discuss this topic privately then this exercise can also serve as a way by 
which ideas for handling a UK exit can be discussed openly and set out.
The Process
Before we can speculate on what the rest of the EU will set down as their negotiating 
positions for any UK exit we need to clarify the process that would handle a withdrawal 
because this is in itself contested.
The EU does have a withdrawal clause, Article 50. Introduced during the attempt to 
create a European Constitution, and done so by former British diplomat Lord Kerr, the 
article is untested although there is a growing literature about it.
Article 50 gives the rEU control of the process. It includes a requirement to negotiate an 
exit within a two year framework, extendable only through unanimous agreement with 
the rEU; and the 27 remaining member states and the European Parliament have to 
agree to any exit and post-withdrawal relationship.
Neither of these requirements is to be casually dismissed. In fact, they pose such 
obstacles for the UK that some Eurosceptics (as explained here in a critique of this view 
by Alan Renwick) argue the UK need not follow Article 50 and instead follow another 
process entirely.
Some Eurosceptics also claim the two year timeframe can be neutralised by the UK 
delaying notification of its intention to trigger Article 50 – and thus start the two year 
timeframe – until a later date by which most of the negotiations will have been 
concluded.
Both claims are highly suspect. The rEU will not casually ignore its own treaty 
requirements and is unlikely to follow some other process because it strengthens the 
UK’s negotiating position. Victorious Eurosceptics are unlikely to react positively to 
waiting around for several years for the British Government to submit its formal 
declaration to withdraw from the EU.
The negotiations that do take place will be led on the rEU side by a team from the 
European Commission reporting to the European Council. Who will lead the UK’s 
negotiating team is unclear because of the uncertainty hanging over the future of David 
Cameron. He has said he intends to stay on as Prime Minister even if the UK votes to 
leave.
If this is the case he may not be in the strongest position to negotiate, throwing a shadow 
of doubt over the entire process. Cameron’s occupancy of 10 Downing Street may also 
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overshadow how the UK handles its own complex series of internal negotiations over a 
EU exit and in any negotiations with countries outside the EU.
European Council president Donald Tusk and EU Commission president Jean-Claude 
Juncker
The EU side
A British exit will trigger several sets of negotiations on the rEU side: UK-EU, EU(UK) 
and EU(EU). They each overlap, but we must take a step back to view them as separate 
ones that will influence each other.
EU-UK
On Monday 25 January 2016 the think tank Open Europe ran a Brexit war-game in 
which during the morning they played out a simulation of the then ongoing attempt to 
renegotiate the UK’s current membership and in the afternoon simulated a UK-EU exit 
negotiation. In the afternoon’s exit simulation former Chancellor of the Exchequer Lord 
Lamont, representing the UK, presented an offer to the rEU of a new relationship that 
included aspects similar to the Canadian-EU trade deal and a budgetary contribution to 
the EU similar to those paid to the EU by Norway and Switzerland.
The rEU – played by nine former heads of government or senior policy makers 
(representing Spain, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Ireland, Sweden and the EU 
institutions) – then debated the merits of the offer put forward by the UK. The 
negotiations were not pretty. Robert Colvile, writing for CAPX summed up the morning 
and afternoon simulations: ‘The first half was a debate. The second was a lynch mob.’
Representing the Irish Republic, John Bruton, former Irish Taoiseach, declared that the 
Irish government interpreted the British vote as an ‘unfriendly act.’ None of the other 
representative had much by way of positive comments to offer. As Colvile neatly 
summarised their approach: ‘After a Brexit vote, [the other member states] will put 
themselves first – informed not by a spirit of vengeance, but basic political logic.’
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What the simulation turned into was a UK-EU to and fro about the UK’s initial offer. What 
could have happened (although limited time meant it would have been difficult) after an 
initial exchange of positions was for Lamont to withdraw leaving the rEU to discuss 
amongst themselves what to do and what to offer to the UK. Lamont could have returned 
at the end to discuss whether any offer then put to him by the rEU was acceptable.
The EU is notorious for presenting offers with little room for compromise because the 
offer is in itself a compromise worked out between 28 member states – with attention 
also paid to the opinions of the European Parliament and ECJ – which the EU is loathe 
to unpick. Whether the rEU can reach such a compromise on what to offer the UK will be 
the focus of a great deal of the negotiations and play a significant part in deciding what 
form of deal the UK can expect.
EU(UK)
Article 50 states that the UK remains a member state until a withdrawal has been 
agreed. Until then it is entitled to partake in all EU business and meetings except those 
that relate to its withdrawal. This does not mean the UK is banished entirely from the 
EU’s negotiations about a Brexit. It does, however, mean that the rest of the EU will have 
the right to discuss the UK exit without the UK’s presence.
As it did with the renegotiation, the UK will put on a concerted diplomatic effort to shape 
the positions of various member states and EU institutions. Unlike the renegotiation, the 
UK cannot assume it will automatically have the right to sit in on all EU level meetings on 
the matter.
How the EU – collectively or as individual member states and EU institutions – responds 
to a Brexit will depend on five Is: Ideas, Interests, Institutions, International and 
Individuals. The biggest tensions will be between balancing ideas and interests. Will the 
rEU prioritise ideas of integration and cooperation to protect against the potential 
damage a Brexit could do to the ideas of European integration? Eurosceptics frequently 
point out the EU is a political project. Will it therefore be the ideas behind this project that 
shape the EU’s response?
Or will it be national interests that win out thanks to pressure from the likes of German 
car manufacturers, Irish farm exporters or consideration of an EU trade deficit with the 
UK that in 2014 hit a record high of £61.6 billion? This is not to suggest that interests and 
ideas are mutually exclusive. But which will shape the negotiations most?
Institutional limits such as WTO rules and the EU’s own rules limit what the EU can and 
cannot do to punish the UK or offer it in terms of a new special relationship. International 
pressures may help convince some EU member states to seek a quick agreement with a 
country that still packs a punch internationally.
We should also not overlook the individuals involved. Will individual leaders such as 
Merkel or Hollande be in a position to offer much given they face difficult domestic 
elections in 2017? A Brexit will not have a uniform effect on the rEU (at least 
economically), meaning some leaders will take the issue more importantly than others. It 
will be these individual leaders who will need to rebuild trust between the UK and the 
EU. A Brexit would make worse a relationship where trust has been lost thanks to the 
renegotiation and UK indifference to the crises in the Eurozone, Schengen and Ukraine.
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EU(EU)
Negotiations over a British exit will take place at the same time as the rEU is negotiating 
how to change itself internally to reflect the disappearance of the UK. The clearest 
changes will be over allocation of votes under QMV, national distribution of MEPs, 
changes to the EU’s budget and spending (which will depend to some extent on whether 
as part of an exit deal the UK agrees to contribute in a similar way to Norway), staffing 
changes, perhaps even rules to use American English in EU documents…
These changes will be fought over because of the wider change to the rEU’s balance of 
power and direction that a British exit could shape. These are changes that will add to a 
union already in a state of flux thanks to the continuing fallout from the crises in the 
Eurozone and Schengen. There are a myriad of potential outcomes. Some see a Brexit 
potentially strengthening Germany and the Eurozone; it may tip the EU’s centre of 
gravity further east and southwards; the EU’s political economy could move away from 
an ‘Anglo-Saxon’ one towards one that is more inward looking; the EU’s attempts at 
cooperation in foreign, security and defence policy (with potential implications for EU-
NATO/Atlanticist relations) could be transformed.
Such changes will emerge over the course of several years, but the opportunities and 
dangers will not be far from the minds of EU leaders. It is also in these internal 
negotiations that we will see played out responses to any disintegration pressures a 
Brexit brings about. If other member states seek new deals or hold withdrawal 
referendums then the EU’s internal debate about how to change will take on a whole 
new meaning with potential knock-on implications for the UK-EU negotiation.
EU-Europe
A fourth series of negotiations may be necessary if a British exit changes the 
relationships the rEU has with other non-EU states such as Norway, Switzerland, 
Lichtenstein, or Turkey. Should the new UK-EU relationship involve the European 
Economic Area (EEA) or European Free Trade Area (EFTA) then there will be 
discussions primarily with Norway (EEA) and Switzerland (EFTA) about how the new 
UK-EU deal affects relationships that have in the past been largely tailored to their 
needs. Should the UK secure some new form of relationship then these other states may 
be minded to request changes to their own relationships to replicate the UK deal.
EU Business
While all this is going on the UK will remain a member of the EU, able to vote and 
conduct business in the way any member state is entitled to do. There will be some 
unease within the rEU as to whether the UK should vote or make decisions on matters 
that will shape the rEU’s policies post-UK exit. There may be some pressure for the UK 
to withdraw from such discussions.
Mapping out the rEU’s Responses
What then might be the concerns, red-lines and negotiating starting points for the 
remaining 27 member states and the European Parliament? In providing their short 
comments we have asked our 28 contributors to think about the following questions:
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1. What for your member state/institution might be the most sensitive issues – economics, 
immigration, security concerns, or political issues such as preventing further withdrawals – in 
a UK-EU exit negotiation?
2. What red-lines might your member state/institution have for any exit deal the EU offers to 
the UK?
3. What might be the cost or gains for your country/institution from a UK withdrawal?
As noted above, the answers to these will be very speculative. As we approach the 23 
June we may see the UK’s official leave campaign set out reasons tailored to each of the 
other 27 EU member states and the European Parliament as to why it will be in their 
national, institutional and collective interest to adopt any exit deal the Leave campaign 
puts forward – if the leave campaign can agree on what deal they would seek, 
something that is in itself far from certain. This series will give us some idea as to how 
the rEU might respond and go some way towards filling a gap in the UK’s referendum 
debate.
This post represents the views of the author and not those of BrexitVote, nor the LSE. 
Image from the European Council press conference 18/2/2016.
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